Summer Core Course Development Workshop 2012

Oral Communication Workshop

Presented By: Therese Edwards, Michele Hammers, Wenshu Lee, Emily Ravenscroft, Phil Wander, Communication Studies, LMU

Wednesday, May 15, 2012

1:30 – 1:45pm  Self Introductions: "What do you need from us?" + Workshop Preview – Wenshu Lee, Emily Ravenscroft, Therese Edwards

1:45 – 1:55pm  Oral Competency in LMU’s Curriculum: First-Year Seminar+ Rhetorical Arts
                   Wenshu Lee

1:55 – 2:15 pm  Eloquentia Perfecta: Jesuit Tradition, Rhetorical Studies, Modern-Day Oral Communication Competency
                   Phil Wander

2:15 – 2:30pm  Communication Apprehension
                   "Speech Anxiety"- Therese Edwards
                   Technology & Practice- Emily Ravenscroft

2:30 – 2:45pm  Break

3:00 – 4:15pm  Oral Excellence in Action
                   Public Speaking - Emily Ravenscroft & Therese Edwards
                   Balloon Activity- Emily Ravenscroft
                   Debate - Emily Ravenscroft & Therese Edwards
                   Demonstration Debate -Emily & Therese

4:15 – 4:45pm  Oral Excellence & Assessment
                   Michele Hammers, Emily Ravenscroft, Therese Edwards
                   Grading – Bruce English’s persuasive speech on boxing

4:45 – 5:50pm  Q&A
                   Wenshu Lee, Michele Hammers, Emily Ravenscroft, Therese Edwards

Teaching Oral Communication Workshop (1 module)

This workshop introduces a selection of methods and approaches to include oral communication elements in classes. This class is hands-on, showcasing and putting into practice the methods discussed.